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My Daily Summer Journal
SUMMER VACATION IS A GREAT TIME FOR JOURNALING!Open your children's world to the fun of journaling this summer and help them create a summer vacation memory book that will be treasured forever! Bring this fun exciting Unicorn with you on your travels and adventures let him inspire your on your
experience, and he will alway be there to help you journal your summer memories. Summer Sun List: a list your child can discover fun and exciting things to do to keep busy during the summer vacation. Do you have a child that loves reptiles? What do you like to wear on hot sunny summer days? Is
your child a dinosaur lover? Do they like herbivores, omnivores or carnivores? Count Dracula Creepy Cute for B+ blood types and fans of Yami Kawaii. -Summer Bucketlist: a page for them to make a personal summer adventure plans-Let's Read: For those rainy days they can find a book to read and
add it to the reading list. -Songs of Summer: Make a list of all your favorite songs to take along on your holiday trip. -My Day: with 90 pages of "My Day" to encourage daily journal writing and make writing inspiring
The Author's Book Journal is a must have for anyone writing a book or a novel. It easily lets you keep track of events and characters in your chapters. There are dedicated pages for 100 chapters, plus main character profiles, secondary characters profiles and also pages to note reference
research sources, acknowledgements, quotes, notes, prologue, epilogue, back cover blurb, beta readers, ARC reviews, publishing details, author details. You also have some extra pages at the back for making notes on ideas for your next book. Keep all your book information in one handy place.
Journal size 7x10 inches.
Just one week before summer vacation starts, Ernie finds out that Mrs. Arlon is moving up to sixth grade and will be his English teacher, AGAIN. And not only that, she has given everyone a summer assignment! Macy Grace, who always makes straight A’s, is the only one who appears happy about the
assignment. Ernie really doesn’t like Macy Grace at all. But things get worse. Ernie has to go to his Aunt Mabel’s house for two whole weeks while his parents go on a cruise WITHOUT him. And he’s not going to be the only one staying with Aunt Mabel. Guess who else is going? Macy Grace! Join
Ernie and Macy Grace at Aunt Mabel’s for two weeks of.....fun? And if you are wondering about the summer assignment, read part 2 to find out what mysteriously happens to Ernie’s journal.
My Daily Summer Journal allows you to discover why you feel a certain way. It helps you, as a young child, understand feelings and emotions. Remember your summer with a daily keepsake.
Summer Journal for Kids:100 Pages: Vacation and Travel Journal: Kids Summer BucketList: Summer Journal for Boys, Girls, Tweens, Teens . Be Positive Yami Kawaii Vampire Summer Journal
Turtle Summer
Dedicated Journal
2020 Summer Journal for Kids
Summer Write and Draw Journal for Kids
Drawing Journal and Summer Notebook for Children
My Summer Adventures Journal at Home for Kids
Summer holidays are finally here! Fans of Jacqueline Wilson can enjoy every single moment with this bright, fun Holiday Journal from their favourite mega-bestselling author. There's a quiz, a page of pretty stickers, a scrapbook, and space to write a diary throughout the holiday, plus lots
and lots more. Illustrated throughout, it's the perfect way to plan your best holiday ever, and to record all your special memories.
Simple but powerful, Journal Buddies is no ordinary journal. It is an invitation to experience a journaling adventure and to expand creativity and express feelings. It is an opportunity to strengthen self-esteem, build healthy relationships and create a positive outlook on life. It is a
unique journal created with the help of important people in life, such as friends, parents, teachers, family members, etc.
A Kids Summer Journal to Write about Their Daily Adventures details _ cover: matte finish _ paper: white _ size : 6*9 inshes _ pages: 120
This My 2020 Summer Journal was created for kids to have a notebook for the summertime that they will be able to use every single day of summer from June 20th to September 22nd. This lovely journal is for boys and girls and is filled with writing prompts to get them thinking every single day
in a positive way as well as jot down what each days' experience in their own eyes and words. Each day has 2 pages of prompts featuring: 3 Things I did Well Today I Enjoyed Doing Weather and Mood of the Day Positive Word of the Day Today's Doodle and More! This kids Summer journal also has a
recap after each month for the child to write out their experience for that month in addition to coloring images after each Summer month. This lovely diary serves as a gratitude journal as well as it will remind the child of what they should be grateful for for that day. This kids notebook
makes a great gift for a child that will like to have a memorable keepsake of their Summer 2020!
My Summer at Home Journal
My Summer Journel: The Rescue
Travel Journal for Children
A Journal for My Daughter
My Summer Holiday Journal
Summer Assignment
A Daily Journal for Elementary and Middle School Readers to be Used in Conjunction with Their Summer Reading List Keeps Track of Their Reading and Expands Their Vocabulary
Great for Journaling and Writing - Makes the Perfect Gift This Writing Journal is a 8 x 10 soft cover journal notebook diary it has 126 lightly lined white pages with a beautifully colored cover displaying an inspirational word. Words can make you feel something you wish to remember, help you see things you don't wish to forget or they make you do something to push you forward. Pick the word that inspires you! Dimensions: 8 by 10 inches 126 Lightly Lined Pages (128
total pages) Makes the Perfect Gift White Paper Matte Cover Softcover / Paperback / Notebook 10 Colors: Aqua, Blue, Dark Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Teal and Yellow 36 Words: Abundance, Action, Attitude, Authentic, Believe, Blessings, Courage, Create, Dedicated, Disciplined, Dreams, Encourage, Faith, Focus, Goals, Grace, Gratitude, Honor, Hope, Inspire, Joy, Kindness, Love, Motivate, Opportunity, Overcome, Peace, Positive, Purpose, Rejoice,
Strategic, Strength, Success, Truth, Vision and Wisdom A journal is a great tool for any of the following: a day timer, diary, notebook, travel journal, health journal, idea book, thoughts and dreams, successes, failures, blessings, wish lists, lists, habit tracking, bullet journaling, things grateful for, prayer lists, to write thoughts and letters to your family, record medical information, a password notebook, express your feelings, to-do lists, resolve problems, reduce stress,
record events, track your bucket list, keep your deepest secrets, song lyrics, track projects, write poetry, positive quotes, bible verses, bible study notes, work through heartache or painful memories, or use it for things that enhance your creativity and inspire you along with a lot more. An easy way to search is type in Elf Owl Publishing, the word and color to get the complete listing of what is available to show up. Example: Elf Owl Publishing Love Orange - The words and
colors available are listed above in the bullet point section. Be sure to check out our entire line of products: Address Books, Password Journals, Sermon Notes, Bible Study Notes, Bullet Dot Grid Style Journals, and more. Go to our Author Page by clicking on Elf Owl Publishing under the title of this product. This is a paperback, softcover, notebook style journal.
Notebook Features: - 120 blank college lined white pages - Duo sided college ruled sheets - Perfect and beautiful matte cover - 6" x 9" dimensions - perfect size for school, home or work
This is a full 6 week (42 day) journal for ages 7-11. Keep your children busy this summer and give them space to record all the wonderful things they get up to. In this amazing 8.5x11 inch journal you'll find: A summer bucket list page A reading list page A "new things I want to try" page An idea factory with ideas for what your children can do to fill the time 42 daily pages complete with a word of the day and activity 42 pages with a pattern to colour and space to complete
the day's activity Suitable for both girls and boys
How a young teen comes to accept herself for who she is. Twelve-year-old Kari Ann is angry her family insists she attend a family reunion with them instead of going with her best friend to the Mall of America. She feels awkward, out-of-sink with her body and life. She hates being twelve! When Kari Ann's mother gives her a journal to capture her thoughts during the reunion, Kari Ann takes the assignment seriously and so begins a journey of discovery about life-including
an exciting rescue, faith and herself. It was good at the beginning of the story. It was great to the end. I liked it very much. Thumbs up. --Alicia Age 9
A Daily Journal to Write and Draw about Summer Adventures Day's with Daily Writing Prompts for Ages 4-10
Six Week Summer Holiday Journal for Ages 7-11, with Space to Record Days and Colour, Daily Word and Activities
Nobleed Paperback Size 6*9 120 Pages
My Summer Reading Journal
How I Spent My Summer Vacation
For Kids - Keep Track of Summer Adventures with a Fun Daily Activity and Log Book - 3 Months Worth of Journal Pages Plus Creative Activities
Summer Journal , Women and Girls | Journal Daily Diary Taking | Summer Time Diary | Keepsake Summer Memory Book

My Summer Reading Journal is a guided journal developed for elementary and middle school readers to use in conjunction with their summer reading list. Using this reading journal will help children successfully bridge the summer holidays and return to school in the fall
enriched. It lets children keep track of their reading on a daily basis, ensures they are getting writing practice, and expands their vocabulary. This journal is designed for daily use. The layout helps children keep track of their daily accomplishments. It contains 90
journal pages, allowing children to record 3 months worth of daily readings. It lets children: Keep track of their daily readings. Expand their vocabulary on a daily basis. Engage with their reading material through reading comprehension and drawing. The benefits of
keeping a summer reading journal are numerous. Keeping a reading journal on a regular basis will: Help keep children motivated and focused on reading all summer long. Journaling will ensure that, in addition to reading, children also get daily writing practice. A daily
vocabulary activity will expand their vocabulary over the summer.
Great Summer Activity Books | Help Your Child Develop A Love for Writing If you're looking for a graduation gift for or are searching for activities for your child to continue learning over the summer vacation, you'll love the Summer Write and Draw Journal for Kids.
Because this easy to used notebook has a cute cover, your child will be delighted to use it. In addition, the interior pages contain primary paper for writing and space for drawing. Help you child become a great writer, practice their penmanship and develop their
creativity. Let your child unleash their creative juices with the Summer Write and Draw Journal for Kids! Buy Now & Enjoy: * A fun kid drawing cover * Primary pages for practicing penmanship and writing over the summer * Plenty of space for drawing or stickers * Easy
portability with soft cover * Plenty of peace and relaxation while your child is learning! Make It A Memorable Summer Have your child use the Summer Write and Draw Journal for Kids to tell the story of their summer. Years later you'll look back and be amazed and happy you
did.
My Summer Journal is a FUN guided journal for kids. It helps kids keep track of all their summer adventures. It's also a creative way for patents to get some writing practice into their children's summer schedule . This journal is designed for daily use . It contains 120
journal pages , allowing children to record 4 months worth of daily adventures. A page per day let's kids keep track of their mood, the weather, list top things of the day, and write a few sentences about what they did that day. The journal also includes introductory pages
that let kids keep a running list of: Summer adventures Books they read during the summer Plus, there are some fun creative activities sprinkled throughout the journal. Fun stuff like: decorate a backpack and draw all the cool summer stuff you would put in it, concoct your
favorite summer drink, create a summer potion, and so on! The benefits of keeping a summer journal are numerous. Keeping a journal on a regular basis will not only help children think about and reflect on their day, but it will also help them get in touch with their
feelings and moods, and will give them plenty of writing practice all summer long
A Fitness Journal which contains a Daily Workout & Diet Log is the Best way to stay on track with your fitness goals. Keeping a log allows you to write down everything you eat so you can track your macro and micro nutrients. You will also want to keep track of your
workouts so you know what is working and what might not be working. So, we created the Ultimate Fitness Journal. The Fitness Journal Daily Workout & Diet Log includes the following: Date Weight How I Feel Goals Nutrition Meals Section where you can enter your a
description, Calories, Fats, Protein and Carbs for your Breakfast, Lunch, Snack and Dinners and a total column for that days total nutrients. Fitness Workout Section Includes: Workout Reps Weight Notes How I Feel Today My Goal For Tomorrow This workout log book is compact
and can easily be brought with you to track your daily information. A Daily Workout Log and Diet Fitness Journal is all you'll need to keep you on track to finally reach your health and fitness goals. Rather you're trying to lose weight or gain muscle the easy workout
journal is by your side to help you reach your goals one day at a time. The Workout Dairy and Diet Fitness Journal make great gifts for anyone you love or care about. This may be the one gift that helps them finally get into shape. So, click the buy now button and get
yours today. Purchase $35.00 or more to qualify for free shipping.
Be Positive Summer Journal
A Boy's Journal for Discovering and Sharing Excellence
My Daily Summer Journal
My Summer Journal - Journal with Prompts and Daily Logs
The Jacket I Wear in the Snow
My Summer Journal : a Fun-Filled Guided Journal That Lets Kids Keep Track of All Their Summer Adventures Size 6*9
Daily Workout & Diet Log
This wildly funny twist on the "How I spent my summer vacation" school-essay ritual details one child's imaginary adventures over the summer and is perfect for back-to-school reading! Most kids go to camp over the summer, or to Grandma's house, or maybe they're stuck at home. Not Wallace Bleff. He was supposed to visit his Aunt Fern. Instead, Wallace insists, he was
carried off by cowboys and taught the ways of the West--from riding buckin' broncos to roping cattle. Lucky for Aunt Fern, he showed up at her house just in time to divert a stampede from her barbecue party! Perfect for back-to-school read-alouds, here's a western fantasy with sparkling illustrations and enough action to knock kids' boots off!
Rhyme follows rhyme as layer after layer of winter clothing ("bunchy and hot, wrinkled a lot, stiff in the knee, and too big for me!") is first put on and then taken off to the relief of the child bundled inside. Clever rebuses and jaunty illustrations make The Jacket I Wear in the Snow especially fun for prereaders and new readers.
Journal with Purpose is the ultimate reference for journaling, packed with over 1000 motifs that you can use to decorate and enhance your bullet or dot journal pages. Copy or trace direct from the page, or follow one of the quick exercises to improve your skills. Featuring all the journal elements you could wish for – banners, arrows, dividers, scrolls, icons, borders and
alphabets – this amazing value book will be a constant source of inspiration for journaling and an 'instant fix' for people who find the more artistic side of journaling a challenge.
SUMMER VACATION IS A GREAT TIME FOR JOURNALING!Open your children's world to the fun of journaling this summer and help them create a summer vacation memory book that will be treasured forever! Bring this fun exciting Unicorn with you on your travels and adventures let him inspire your on your experience, and he will alway be there to help you journal
your summer memories. Summer Sun List: a list your child can discover fun and exciting things to do to keep busy during the summer vacation. Do you have a child that loves reptiles? What do you like to wear on hot sunny summer days? Creepy cute voodoo doll band playing their way into your summer adventure and fun.-Summer Bucketlist: a page for them to make a
personal summer adventure plans-Let's Read: For those rainy days they can find a book to read and add it to the reading list. -Songs of Summer: Make a list of all your favorite songs to take along on your holiday trip. -My Day: with 90 pages of "My Day" to encourage daily journal writing and make writing inspiring
Summer Journal for Kids:100 Pages: Vacation and Travel Journal: Kids Summer BucketList: Summer Journal for Boys, Girls, Tweens, Teens. Yami Kawaii Push Pin Voodoo Doll Band Summer Journal
Summer Journal for Kids with Writing Prompts, Interactive Diary Scrapbook, Summer Bucket List Journal, Ages 6-12 (Summer Prompt Journals for Kids)
A Summer Journal for Kids
Summer Holiday Adventure for Kids
Daily Workbook Outer Space Design For Elementary and Middle School Readers to Use in Conjunction with Summer Reading List Track Daily Reading and Expand Vocabulary
My 2020 Summer Journal
Large Print Holiday Diary and Travel Log Book with Writing Prompts to Capture All Your Amazing Memories (Beach Sunshine Theme)

SUMMER VACATION IS A GREAT TIME FOR JOURNALING!Open your children's world to the fun of journaling this summer and help them create a summer vacation memory book that will be treasured forever! Bring this fun exciting Unicorn with you on your travels and adventures let him inspire your on your experience, and he will alway be there to help you journal your summer memories.
Summer Sun List: a list your child can discover fun and exciting things to do to keep busy during the summer vacation. Do you have a child that loves reptiles? What do you like to wear on hot sunny summer days? Is your child a dinosaur lover? Do they like herbivores, omnivores or carnivores? This Tyrannosaurus Rex is tearing out of this Summer Journal in anticipation of all the exciting
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adventures your kiddo will be sharing with him. -Summer Bucketlist: a page for them to make a personal summer adventure plans-Let's Read: For those rainy days they can find a book to read and add it to the reading list. -Songs of Summer: Make a list of all your favorite songs to take along on your holiday trip. -My Day: with 90 pages of "My Day" to encourage daily journal writing and make
writing inspiring
Walk with Gods Word, is a personal journal. Read the scriptures, and prayers and converse with God. God knows what is in your heart, sometimes writing it down and into your personal journal helps you understand what you are thinking and feeling. Writing out your thoughts and prayers helps you put things into prospective. Talk with Jesus, walk with Gods' word and truly become the christian
person God wants you to be. Because of God, Through God, With God, All things ARE!
A fun and interactive way for girls to record their summer adventures. Areas for drawing and recording summer memories. Fits easily into a backpack or carry on luggage. Daily Journal pages to write about summer activities. A great keepsake. Pages include simple questions to capture big and small things that happened each day. Fun for roadtrips.
My Summer Journal 8.5×11 inch is a guided journal designed for kids. It helps kids keep track of all their summer adventures and Vacation Diary. My Summer Journal will help your children to Practice writing , Remember to be grateful and appreciative , Self-reflect on their day, Connect with their feelings and emotions , Create memories to look back on This makes a great gift for friends,
Kids Summer Journal from June 20th to September 22nd- Gratitude Notebook with Prompts, Coloring Pictures, Writing & More (Summer Journals for Kids)
A Kids Summer Journal to Write about Their Daily Adventures
Summer Activities For Kids Summer Write and Draw Journal For Children Keep Track of Summer Adventures With a Fun Daily Activity and Log Book
Funny Journal for Kids with Daily Writing Prompts Fill in the Blanks
Girls Butterfly Princess Journal
A Kids Journal to Write about Summer Adventures with Daily Writing Prompts
My Summer Vacation Journal

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated
news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast
members and writers-including Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its
origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in
the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come together
to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
A mother's journal of a summer spent with her daughter on an island among loggerhead turtles.
Summer journal for practicing gratitude, draw and write the best part of the day. This is a guided journal to have fun and enjoy the summer for Kids 4-10 Book size: 6 x 9 inches 120 pages blank lined paper Black and white interior
The Travel Journal for Children allows you to collect memories of your travels, from weekends away to adventures which have shaped and revolutionised your life The Travel Journal for Children and Wish List sections allow you to collect all your dreams of past and future holidays. In the introductory pages you will find practical
suggestions and tools such as a detailed planning of your travels You can record 5 long trips; you can write your travel daily plans and easily organise yourself to checklists, suggestions on places not to be missed and budgets. Use the blank pages to collect photographs, tickets, maps and memories of a trip which has just finished
The notebook will become your Travel Journal for Children, to keep the memories of your adventures. Store it on your shelf along with guides and memories from your favourite trips
The Daily Show (The Book)
Fitness Journal
Summer Journal for Kids
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
Voodoo Band Summer Journal
Blue Water Edition
Over 1000 motifs, alphabets and icons to personalize your bullet or dot journal
This Journal consists of 100 pages, Each page contains a labels: Date and Place, Weather and Rating, What Did You Do?, Your feeling and The Best Part of The Day. A Great Keep Track of Summer Adventures With a Fun Daily Activity, Also Perfect Gifts for your Relative on your
Favorite Holiday, Christmas, Birthday, Graduate, Education, School, Special Occasion and Everyday. Product Details: 6x9 Inches. Black & White Interior With White Paper. No Bleed. Glossy Paperback Cover. Perfect Summer Activities Journal For Children.
Are your kids feeling boring and stuck at home this summer? Summer doesn't have to be boring! ? My Summer Aventures at Home is a guided journal for kids to keep track of their summer adventures at home. ? Do you want a FUN way for them to practice their writing skills,
connect with their feelings, practice gratitude, and keep track of what they do each day?. This 8.5 x 11 inches journal is designed for ages 4-10 and includes: ?Space to write about their favorite and least favorite parts of summer. ?A page to write their summers days
Adventures ?A page to keep track of things to do when they are bored. ?60 days of daily journal pages that include space to write about their day, what they are grateful for, ?Daily writing prompts with space to draw and write. My Summer Adventures at Home Journal will
help your children: ?Practice writing ?Remember to be grateful and appreciative ?Self-reflect on their day ?Connect with their feelings and emotions ?Create memories to look back on ??This makes a great gift for friends, cousins, sisters and brothers. ?Grab a copy today!?
My Summer Journal is a FUN guided journal for kids. It helps kids keep track of all their summer adventures. It's also a creative way for patents to get some writing practice into their children's summer schedule. This journal is designed for daily use. It contains 100
journal pages, allowing children to record 3 months worth of daily adventures. A page per day let's kids keep track of their mood, the weather, list top things of the day, and write a few sentences about what they did that day. The journal also includes introductory pages
that let kids keep a running list of: Summer adventures Books they read during the summer
This summer journal has a variety of page layouts with prompts for kids to develop their writing, drawing and creativity. It is fun and interactive. *There is a total of 132 pages. *Every page has prompts. *There are pages for a summer bucket list, adventures, drawing,
coloring and decorating, scrapbooking (for pictures, stickers or anything else they want to use), writing about certain kid-friendly topics (my best friend, my family, books, feelings, positive encouragement, etc.), and much more. *There are 75 journal pages to write about
their day. *At the end of the book there are postcard pages and summer recipe pages. This journal will help kids reflect and think about their day, plan things they want to do and use their imagination. This book encourages kids to use their creativity and develop their
writing skills and provides fun screen-free time.It is also a great keepsake for the future.
Journal Buddies
Walk With Gods' Word Personal Journal
Dark Blue
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
Journal with Purpose
Summer Journal for Kids:100 Pages: Vacation and Travel Journal: Kids Summer BucketList: Summer Journal for Boys, Girls, Tweens, Teens .T Rex Or Tyrannosaurus Rex is Tearing Out of this Summer Journal.
My Time With Jesus
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
Make your Summer experiences last forever Record all your adventures and memories with this fun and useful vacation journal. Record all your adventures and memories with this fun and useful camping journal. This book is great for kids or adults to capture the memories and little details that make travelling so special.
Perfect for making your own vacation memory book so you
My Summer Journal �� is a guided journal for kids to keep track of their summer adventures�� .Do you want a FUN �� way for your children to practice their writing skills, connect with their feelings, practice gratitude, and keep track of what they do each day ��♂️.This 6 x 9 inches journal is designed for kids ages 5-12.This
journal �� is designed for daily adventure notes.It contains 120 journal pages, allowing children to record 4 months' worth of daily adventures ��. A page per day lets kids keep track of their mood, the weather, list top things of the day, and write a few sentences about what they did that day ✏️.
Summer Journal For Kids. My Summer Journal, Perfect and Cute Summer Gift For Kids. This Journal consists of 100 pages, Each page contains a labels: Date and Place, Weather and Rating, What Did You Do?, Your feeling and The Best Part of The Day. A Great Keep Track of Summer Adventures With a Fun Daily Activity,
Also Perfect Gifts for your Relative on your Favorite Holiday, Christmas, Birthday, Graduate, Education, School, Special Occasion and Everyday. Product Details: 6x9 Inches. Black & White Interior With White Paper. No Bleed. Glossy Paperback Cover. Perfect Summer Activities Journal For Children.
Summer Journal
Summer Activities for Kids - Summer Write and Draw Journal for Children - Kids Holiday Journal - Summer Camp & Travel Journal for Kids
Summer Kids Journal
My Summer Journal
2021 Summer Vacation Activity Book for Kids. Journal Pages Plus Creative Activities to Keep Kids Entertained
The Author's Book Journal
My Summer Notebook 2021
My Summer Journal is a FUN guided journal for kids. It helps kids keep track of all their summer adventures. It's also a creative way for patents to get some writing practice into their children's summer schedule. This journal is designed for daily use. It contains 90 journal pages, allowing children to record 3 months worth of daily adventures. A page per day let's kids keep track of their mood, the weather,
list top things of the day, and write a few sentences about what they did that day. The journal also includes introductory pages that let kids keep a running list of: Summer adventures Books they read during the summer Plus, there are some fun creative activities sprinkled throughout the journal. Fun stuff like: decorate a backpack and draw all the cool summer stuff you would put in it, concoct your favorite
summer drink, create a summer potion, and so on! The benefits of keeping a summer journal are numerous. Keeping a journal on a regular basis will not only help children think about and reflect on their day, but it will also help them get in touch with their feelings and moods, and will give them plenty of writing practice all summer long.
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